
Dingley’s EYIG Resource Packs 

 

Please note all prices are approximate & accurate at time of printing  

 

Pack A 

Focused 1:1 Time Pack 

This resource pack contains activities that can be used when working with a child 1:1 

to support the development of joint attention and following an adult’s lead.  Included is 

a portable workstation that contains a fold out screen with slots for visual pictures to 

sequence the activities that are to be completed and also First/Next/Then/Finished 

trays to place the activities into. 

1. TTS Portable Workstation      (TTS)                                      £51.50 

2. Battat shapes & sounds sorter (Amazon)                              £  9.95 

3. Fisher Price Laugh & Learn Piggy Bank (Amazon)               £22.99 

4. TOWO Wooden Car Ramp Click Clack (Amazon)                £19.99 

5. Wooden Running Ball Ramp Track (Amazon)                      £20.00 

      (+ storage box-cost to add)                                        @ Total   £125.42 
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Pack B  

Attention Autism - Bucket time 

This resource pack contains everything you need to get started with delivery of Bucket 

time.   The pack includes a bucket and a selection of motivating and exciting toys 

which should be of high  interest to children.  Bucket time focuses on developing 

attention and listening skills. 

 

1. 13L Plastic Bucket bin with lid (Amazon)                            £10.99 

2. Munchkinz Interactive Pet Pig (Amazon)                            £10.40 

3. HmiL-U Coin Money Box Cat (Amazon)                             £11.89 

4. Magic Music Spinning Top Gyroscope (Amazon)               £  9.89 

5. Funtime Gifts Infinity Spinning Top                                     £  9.11 

6. Flashing Music Gyro Push down spinning top                    £  9.99 

7. Balloon Powered Car with Launch Pad (Amazon)              £12.99 

8. Galt Frog in a box                                                                £17.72 

9. Aeriel Dancing & Singing Cactus Plush                              £13.99 

10. Nunki Wind up toy 16 pack assorted (Amazon)                  £17.98 

           +storage box- (cost to add)                                 @ Total £124.95 
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Pack C 

Curiosity/shared attention Pack 

This pack contains activities that will encourage a child to begin to explore activities 

and items that they may not otherwise engage with.  It is aimed at encouraging children 

who may have limited fixed play skills, to begin to feel comfortable exploring unfamiliar 

items through pleasurable discovery experiences. 

 

1. Alphabet Acorns Activity Set                                                £33.50 

2. Counting Dino Sorters Set                                                   £29.60  

3. Counting Surprise Party                                                       £25.00 

4. Sensory Bean Bag textured Fruits in a Bag                         £17.00 

5. Sensory Bean Bag Shape Matching                                    £17.00 

6. Sensory Tissue Box                                                             £16.00 

                                                                               @ Total    £138.00                                                                  
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Pack D 

Sensory Pack 

This pack will help you to provide a safe, calm place for children who need to self-

regulate and spend some time away from the busyness of the environment.  Ideal if 

you do not have the capacity or the budget for a sensory room. 

 

1. Pop-Up Den Sensory Tent (Amazon)                                     £58.00 

2. HappyGoo LED Night Light Projector                                     £30.00 

3. Bean Lazy Cotton Navy Stars Bean Bag                                £22.00 

4. ZaxiDeel Fidget Toy Pack                                                       £14.00 

    (+ storage box)                                                     @ Total     £124.00 
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Pack E 

Communication Friendly Space™ following the Elizabeth Jarman approach. 

This pack will help you to provide a ‘safe & cosy’ child sized space that encourages children 
to develop their speech and language skills, particularly listening and responding with 
interest to conversations. They are designed to be calm spaces that help children to relax 
and engage in their chosen learning. 
 

Key components for a communication space: 

 Soft furnishings 

 Neutral & pastel colours 

 Maximise natural light 

 Natural materials 

 Textures 

 Safe ‘secret’ spaces 
 
Cosy enclosures (example below) 

     Creative Pop Up Tent                                    
     Supplier :  TTS 

     Cost:  £71.99 (Inc VAT) Number :  EY07289  

 

 

 

Selection of throws, blankets and cushions - neutral colours and different textures to make the 

space cosy and inviting to children. 

Local suppliers – Asda, Tesco, Dunelm, the Range, Wilko 

 

 

     

 

 
 
Baskets of different sizes to sort and order resources 

 

 

 

 

Gentle, soft lighting 

 

  

Cushions x 3:   
Asda Home 
Cost:  £5 – 7 each 

Subtle Animal Faux 
Fur Throw 

Asda Home 
Cost:  £20 

 

Wicker/Rope baskets 

Asda Home 

Cost £14 - 20 

Touch night light 

Amazon 

£16.99 



Pack F  

Sensory Visual Selection 

This resource pack contains equipment that can provide a quiet, enclosed safe 

space for individual children. This enables provision for a sensory approach to 

learning. It could be used for focussing a child on one activity, using the torches for 

learning eye fixation or teaching how to eye track left to right as a skill needed for 

reading at a later stage.  

The projector can enable fantastic ‘projection adventures’ as videos from an ipad, 

iphone etc. are projected onto the canopy of the chair, you can ‘take’ a child on a 

visual sensory adventure into outer space, under the sea or on a roller coaster ride!    

 

  

 

 

 

 

IKEA PS LÖMSK Swivel armchair 

white/red   

£ 69.00 

£ 

 

4 Themes Projector Torch 

Amazon 

 

£ 13.84 

AKIYO 5500 Lumens Mini Projector 

with Stand 

Amazon 

 

£59.99 


